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Renowned for over 100 years for their clear, accurate and easy-to-read mapping, Michelin country

maps give travelers an overall picture of their route, with practical road and travel information; and

city maps containing extensive street indexes orient them quickly so they can find their way to their

destination.
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Very good map with lots of detail. GPS is a lot better for driving but the map is good for overview.

Note that it is huge and therefor impossible to open up and fold back while in a car.

Yes, it's a pretty good old-style paper map. We bought this as a backup for a recent trip to France -

just in case we had problems of one sort or another with GPS. Fortunately GPS worked fine, so we

didn't really need the map, other than to look at it now and again as a novelty. Honestly, a fold-out

map like this is NOT the best way to navigate your way around ANY country. Use GPS if possible -

it is infinitely easier, plus it directs you along back-road shortcuts to shave time off your trip, and also

factors in traffic. If you don't have GPS, get a map book, which shows individual streets in much

greater detail. A fold-out map like this should be your option of last resort, though it does have the

advantage of being able to fit inside a pocket.

Good, detailed, spill-proof map of all roads leading in and out of most towns. Some smaller towns in

Provence not listed here, but I just purchased one of Michelin's more detailed maps for that region.



The size of this map could cover a table, so not too easy to deal with in a small, European car, but

definitely detailed.

Map is everything it is supposed to be: extremely large and detailed. Reviewers who said it's too

large to use in a car are correct. It was too large even in a tour bus, much less in our rental car.

Need to refold it before you start the day's travel so the portion you need shows. Very awkward.

This map could be substantially improved with a detailed insert of the Paris-area highway

inter-changes. For those of you planning to drive across the northern half of France, you will likely

encounter the significant highways that intersect around and through Paris, including a series of

tunnels and complicated inter-changes. This map may not help prepare or help get you through.

Bonne chance!

Great map which identifies all of France and is easy to read

I used this as a backup to a GPS while driving across France from the northern coast to the south

coast, mainly on small country roads. Fantastic map.

Great map for the money.
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